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40 Travel Toys to Put on Your Wish List
Published 12/03/2012 by Ashley Day
Travel overseas can blur time and disguise
dates between adjusting to different seasons
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and crossing time zones. If you're planning on

Ashley fell in love with travel

traveling in the coming months or are currently
on the road, it's never a bad time to start
thinking ahead for the holidays or upcoming
birthdays. Sharing with supportive family and
friends your needs while traveling (and items
that can help them be met!) is a practical way to
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plan for more comfortable adventures.
When making your travel-toy wish list,
remember to consider each product's
pack-ability, multiple purposes, practicality, and
customization to your personal travel needs.
Tailoring those factors to your experience will fill
this next year with more convenient and comfortable adventures abroad.
Just in case your family and friends can't afford to sponsor your entire trip abroad, here's a list of 40 perfect gift ideas for
every type of traveler.

Small but Practical
From accessories and trinkets to practical amenities, these must-haves add up—especially during last-minute packing
when you realize you need them! A little goes a long way when you ask for the right necessities though, further than
another year of Slim Jims or socks.
Charmin To Go Toilet Seat Covers – You truly never know when you’re going to need these. ($1 five-pack at
Amazon.com)
Dove Dry Shampoo – The quick and simple way to get over missing a shower or…unheard of humidity. (Dove $4
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at CVS)
Magellan’s Impulse Carabiner LED – A mini flashlight you can clip on your keychain or backpack in an
assortment of colors - handy! ($15 at Magellans.com)

5 Questions to Ask
Yourself Before Teaching
Abroad

Slimline Travel Umbrella – Be prepared for rain everyday with a small and light umbrella that’s convenient to
carry along. ($15 at The Container Store)
Violight Travel Toothbrush – Pack a toothbrush that’ll stay clean and dry in its slim, compact case. ($15 at

By Emma Lander

Macy’s)
Samsonite Luggage Scale – Check your luggage weight before repacking in front of everyone in the airport. ($15
at Best Buy)
Tide Travel Sink Packets – For quick and easy handwashing right in your sink, have a few liquid detergent
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packets ready. ($23 24-pack at Target)
Gift cards – They’re not exactly toys, but you can have just as much fun with a little more financial freedom for
free travel. A gift card for an international hotel chain, airline, local transit, or even iTunes (check out our list of
essential apps for travelers) takes pressure off the giver and shows them specifically how they contributed to
your trip!

Inspirational Travel Resources
Reading about, studying up on, and visualizing your destination serves as much of a purpose in preparing beforehand as
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it does thriving while you’re there and preserving memories when you return. Here are
a few
fun Facebook
ways to do so.
Find
us on

Go Overseas
Travel movies – Get inspired with a movie set overseas, practice language with a foreign film, or learn more with
Like You like this.
a documentary. ($5-25 at Best Buy)
Magazine subscription – Have your favorite travel reads like Travel + Leisure, Conde Nast Traveler, National
You and
others like Go Overseas.
Geographic or AFAR sent to your new address or stock up for the plane ride. ($7-30
at 9,743
magazines.com)
Travel journals and scrapbooks – Make a guidebook of your own with notes, photos and memories as you go.
($12-30 at Papyrus)

Guidebooks – Learn about where you’re headed and navigate with history and fun facts while you’re there with a
destination guidebook from trusted editors at Lonely Planet, Frommer’s, Fodor’s or Rick Steves. ($10-25 at
barnesandnoble.com)
ontrack
Twitter
Maps - Have local fold out maps or pocket maps ready for navigation, or finally get Go
thatOverseas
world map to
your
travels at home. ($5-125 at randmcnally.com)
Follow
Tweets
Classes – Study scuba diving, a new language, regional cooking, wine pairing,
or photography before your trip
or
in your destination.

Technology and other Gadgets
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Every traveler fantasizes about gadgets to better capture the experience, plus make it more
the
Goenjoyable
Overseasin the moment - 8h
holidays are a great time to solicit these more costly toys. They’re also the gifts most likely@GoOverseas
to go on sale this time of year,
so start dropping hints early.
Vivitar 9” Mini Tripod – Capture a clear shot with a
steady, adjustable head for your camera on a tripod
compact enough to pack. ($6 at Walmart)
Verizon Jetpack – Put an end to the endless search for
password-free Wi-Fi with a global ready mobile hotspot.
($50 with 2-year contract from Verizon)
Sony On-Ear Headphones – Noise-canceling
headphones are a dream come true for planes, trains, or
automobiles…and noisy classrooms or offices, and
Sony’s fall way below the average $300 sets. ($50 at
Best Buy)
Solio Bolt Solar Charger – Fuel up your smartphone,
e-reader, GPS, and camera without the desperate search
for an outlet or converter. ($59 at REI)
Sawyer Squeeze Water Filter – Avoid guzzling down
endless water bottles when tap water’s unsafe with your
own filtration on the go. ($60 at REI)
Nike+ FuelBand – Track your daily movement as you go
to stay healthy while traveling. ($149 at nike.com).
Citizen Folding Bike – Serious cyclers or true
adventurers can navigate any city on their own with a bike
that can be checked as luggage. ($169-399 at
citizenbike.com)
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Be sure to write home and say 'Thank you!'

Dropcam HD – Monitor your home or pet while away with
live video feed that alerts you of abnormal activity on your phone or computer. ($149 at dropcam.com)
Living Language Platinum – Dive into the local language with books, audio, apps and online interaction all in
one package. ($179 at LivingLanguage.com)
GoPro Hero3: White Edition – Wear or mount your camera to capture adventures no matter how fast, rough, or
wet. ($200 at GoPro.com)
iPad mini – The new, smaller iPad still combines your calendar, clock, photos, videos, books and apps into one
ridiculously convenient device. ($329 at Apple)

Luggage and Accessories
While you probably already have a suitcase or backpack, the more you travel the more important customizing your
luggage to your needs becomes. Travel and outdoors outfitters are constantly coming up with more practical and
innovative solutions for efficient packing, carrying, and storage; upgrading can make all the difference as you go!
Samsonite Passport Holder & Travel Wallet – Keep your cards, documents and passport safe in one convenient
case. ($14 at Macy’s)
VinniBag – Protect fragile or liquid items with this inflatable bag made for packing. ($30 at brookstone.com)
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